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COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
Search Details:
This is a business we had worked with previously
to help secure other senior leadership hires as
they went from start up to scale up.
The requirement for the Commercial Director
was particularly tricky, finding an individual with
the seniority, gravitas, and background to know
what good looks like, who is able to bring
corporate process, structure and strategy to this
rapidly scaling business, whilst also being able to
work within a still relatively small team, which did
not yet have the corporate structures and
supports in place and who were extremely agile,
fast paced and who could personally still grow
sales individually as well as through a team.
Culture fit was also a major consideration. The
business was owned by the founder who lived
and breathed the product, proposition and
values which had helped the business be the
success it had to date. This individual needed to
be a 'good fit' in terms of thinking to continue to
develop the proposition and strategy for this
market defining challenger brand.

Client: Rapidly scaling market
differentiator challenger brand x3
growth YOY
Role: Commercial Director
Salary: £six figure basic + 50% bonus
Requirements
Experience leading an international
luxury beauty business
Personal knowledge of multiple
distribution channels to include
professional, spa, hotels, distributors
and luxury retail and ecommerce
marketplaces.
In depth understanding developing a
commercial strategy which will continue
to deliver large scale and ambitious
growth
The ability to build and lead a small
specialist luxury first team
An ability to be hands on in a fast paced
growing agile business, whilst bringing
best practice strategy and methodology
to drive improvements and
transformation.
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COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
Search Details continued...

Whilst we had a good starting place with our initial research based on the businesses and brands
we had already developed for previous searches for this client, due to the unique proposition and
market differentiating challenger brand approach many of our network of Sales and Commercial
Directors were just not suitable. We knew that significant market research and talent mapping
would be required across businesses and brands that might have a similar feel and or approach to
market.
We conducted four weeks of continues research and outreach, targeting leaders we knew as well as
new contacts to identify new brands, niche market players and gain recommendations and referrals
in addition to our own research efforts.
Despite attracting some great talent for initial conversations, many were ruled out for many of the
reasons highlighted; cultural and or behavioural fit through utilising our job fit and behavioural
profiling assessment tools. Lack of individual as well as team success. Willingness to work for a
scaling vs more established operations etc. We built a assessment longlist of over 200 potential
prospects as we looked at both the UK and International markets.
We produced a shortlist of 4 individuals of which 2 were progressed for client interviews and a face
to face meeting with the founder. From this one individual was identified who they loved and
wanted to progress to offer. The feedback from the candidate was equally promising and they
really felt they had found what they were looking for in a business, role and senior leadership team.
The offer was made and accepted.
Result:
"Having worked with Michelle at Douglas Jackson recently I have to say that in all my 26 years of
working with recruiters this is the first time I have felt like a human being rather than a placement.
Michelle’s attention to human detail has been an absolute pleasure and all the contact, updates,
organisation and care have been second to none. I’ve already gone on to advise others of Michelle’s
prowess since. Not only this but the content that Michelle generates on Linked-In has been
engaging and constantly inspires me. Thank you for the past few months Michelle."
Louise Lupton, Commercial Director, Lyma

